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"At Hennessy, Cognac is not improvised.
It is raised with kindness and attention,
firmness and affection."
First, there is the grapevine. It yields Ugni Blanc, the light fruity grape specially suited to
Hennessy Maison's double distillation in great copper stills. To ensure the aromas will be both
excellent and varied, only eaux-de-vie from the four great crus of the region (Grande
Champagne, Petite Champagne, Borderies and Fins Bois) are selected for the privilege of
becoming great Hennessy cognacs.
In the Hennessy cellars, casks hewn from over 100-year-old oak trees, exclusively from French
forests , stand in a dim light infused with heavy notes. A total of over 300,000 casks rest there.
Hennessy is proud to have one of the largest reserve of cognac eaux-de-vie in the world.

Hennessy X.O. Ice Experience (with 2 glasses)

Each drop of Hennessy X.O is an invitation to an organoleptic odyssey that
awakens the senses. It is the endless discovery of a rare tastescape containing
layered flavours such as sweet notes, rising heat, spicy edge, flowing flames,
chocolate lull and wood crunches.

$1,990 per set
Buy Now

Hennessy V.S.O.P 2017 Limited Edition (with miniture 50ml)
$580 per bottle
Buy Now

Hennessy V.S.O.P 2017 Limited Edition (premium gift box)
$580 per set
Buy Now

Honouring a special demand from the Prince Regent of England in 1818,
Hennessy V.S.O.P. encapsulates the art of balancing power and finesse. To
celebrate the mastery of crafting harmony from complexity, Hennessy has invite
renowned artist John Maeda to blend his art with those of two promising talents,
guitarist Kaki King and designer Giogia Lupi. They created a unique visual
language for Hennessy V.S.O.P 2017 limited edition

Free delivery for order > HK$3,000. Order subject to final confirmation and while stock
last. Please feel free to contact us anytime if you need any wine service and investment advice.

Self pickup available at WineWorld Retail Showroom
1/F, Le Pinacle, Block 3, Connaught Garden, 155 Connaught Road West, Western District (5
minutes walk from Sai Yin Pun MTR station Exit B3).
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